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Section Two: Structure Part One 

26-You are the first and the only one to whom I mention this …….. we are good 
friends. 

1) because 2) provided 3) although 4) so that

27- Whatever Amir told you ………. good news because you haven’t stopped 
smiling since. 

1) should be 2) has been 3) must have been  4) was

28-Don’t pick these peaches until tomorrow so that they get ……… to eat. 
1) more sweet 2) sweet enough  3) most sweet 4) as sweet

29- In some countries, people are used to …….. on the left side of the road. 

1) being driven 2) be driven 3) driving 4) have been driving

 ******  ****** 

30- ……….. travelling all over the world, Jim returned home having learned 
absolutely nothing. 

1) Despite 2) Since 3) Even if 4) Due to

31- John wouldn’t tell me a secret like this if he …………. me. 
1) hasn’t trusted  2) would trust 3) trusted 4) didn’t trust

32- While some youngsters spend all their money on buying clothes, others save 

…….. they can. 
1) so much that 2) too much 3) as much as 4) enough as

33- ….......... seen so many people in the stadium. 
1) Seldom I have not 2)Barely I could be 

3) Hardly ever had I 4) Rarely have I not

34- Amir, a high school friend of mine, taught English while he …………. in 
Kerman. 

1) was living 2) had been lived  3) was lived 4) living
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35- Always ask different travel agents …………… be sure to get the best deal. 

1) so that 2) therefore 3) since 4) so as to

36- I wouldn’t buy the car …… I had the money. 
1) while 2) even if 3) since 4) nevertheless

37- With its excellent weather conditions, ………….. fascinating historical 

buildings, Esfahan is one of the most attractive destinations for tourists. 

1) beside 2) provided with  3) supported by 4) as well as

38- I really don’t know ………… started the fire. 
1) why 2) when 3) how 4) what

39- We are really hopeful that the village …………… by the time the hurricane 

strikes. 

1) will have been evacuated 2) will evacuate

3) evacuates 4) was evacuating

 ******  ****** 

40- ………. for my father’s help, I could not have bought this computer. 
1)Wasn’t it 2) Hasn’t been 3) Wouldn’t it be  4) Had it not been

41- ………… beautiful a place is, the more likely it is to be spoiled by pollution. 
1) Despite 2) Yet 3) The more 4) Although

42- The director ……………. by many critics as the greatest Iranian film director. 
1) would choose  2) has been chosen 3) chooses 4) is choosing

43- A plane that was carrying seventy – four passengers …….. reported missing 

in bad weather. 

1) have 2) would be 3) has been 4) been

44- This time tomorrow, we ………….. over Shiraz on our way home. 
1) will fly 2) will be flying

3) could be flown 4) have been flown
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45. My friend Jim has made so many mistakes that no one …….. him anymore.
1) trusts 2) has trusted

3) trusting 4) would be trusted

46. The restaurant is located ………. the third floor.
1) at 2) by 3) in 4) on

47. John asked me ………….. anything important from my new football coach.

1) if I learned 2) did I learn

3) in case I learned 4) I weather learned

48. We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of doing, while …… judge us
by what we have already done. 

1) the others 2) the other 3) others 4) other

 ******  ****** 

49. John ……… all of the words he will need to know for the exam by the end of
next week 

1) memorizes 2) will have memorized

3) has been memorizing 4) should be memorized

50. We decided to fly because it ……… too much time by bus.
1) should be taking 2) has to take

3) would have taken 4) takes
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